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Handicraft
“Skillfull hands” is the name of the women association offering you authentic presents of north Montenegrin handicraft. Only the finest wool from The
Bjelasica & Komovi is used and processed from row
sheep wool to yarn. Carpets, sweaters, socks, hats,
scarves with ornaments describe in various ways
authentic handicraft of Montenegro.

REGIONAL PRODUCTS
OF BJELASICA & KOMOVI
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Contact:
Austrian Montenegrin partnership
for Bjelasica & Komovi
Tel:+ 382 81 860 670
Fax: + 382 81 860 672
www.bjelasica-komovi.cg.yu
e-mail: office@bjelasica-komovi.cg.yu

Contact:
Handicraft association “Skillfull hands” Berane
Tel.+382 69 407 385
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Honey

Herbs for tea

Dried fruits

Sweet nectar from many different sorts of mountain
flowers makes honey from Bjelasica & Komovi
healthy and incomparably tasty. Well known in
Montenegro for years honey can be consumed in
many combinations with other specialities of Montenegrin cuisine. This honey is a certified quality
product.

Mountain meadows and forests in Bjelasica &
Komovi region offer a treasure of herbs and wild
fruits for tea. Put the dried herbs like yarrow, nettle,
blackberry, wild pansy, wild pear, wild apple, raspberry or the mixture of wild forest fruits over night
in cold water. Then warm up the tea just to the
boiling point. You will enjoy the taste of essential
oils with natural colours.

Bjelasica & Komovi is very famous for dried fruits
since a long time. Traditional sorts of apple, pear,
plum etc. are cultivated in a natural environment of
small orchards. The sweet fruits are dried in a traditional way, which keeps them fresh for a long time.
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Contact:
Milija Madžgalj / Tel. +382 69 681 796
Željko Babović / Tel.+382 67 511 128
Miodrag Popović/ Tel.+382 69 448 977

Contact:
Bogdan Račić / Tel.+382 69 578 617,
Anita Božović / Tel. +382 69 503 312

Contact:
Bogdan Račić / Tel.+382 69 578 617

